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Hares: Fungus, Lucky Lek &
Prince Charles Fucking Tosser
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Today's laager was a 100-meter wide knob at the very top of a hill above Chalong giving
everyone an extreme wide-angle perspective reaching all the way out to Phi Phi island.  
PH3 hashes have run through this area for
years but from lower-down laagers so only
runners had glimpses from here, but today's
location in the center of this area made  those
stunning views our backdrop.  Well done to
the hares for hopefully opening this new
laager site for the hash.  Credit really goes to
Lucky Lek for finding the way to the
landowner for permissions, just one of the
ways he helps the hash with PR. 

With the circle getting closer to starting Creature From The Blue Lagoon became 
increasingly distraught as most of the walkers had returned but not Ejackulator, who was
apparently walking the run and now long overdue.  She couldn't call him because her 
phone was in the locked car and he had the keys.  As it turned out it wasn't the phone, 
and it wasn't Ejackulator that had her sweating, it was that she was today's steward and 
her notes were locked in the car.  Ah, yes, love.  The circle was well under way when 
Ejackulator emerged from the darkness heading straight to his car where 'Creature' met 
him with a cold beer—and grabbed her notes.

'Creature' put the circle in stitches having first Jaws then Fungus then Paper follow each 
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other pronouncing the same word as she worked down her list.  Of course Paper's 
pronunciations were the most funny and 'Creature' reminded us once again just how 
international we really are.

'Creature' cleverly gave the circle a sexy shower show bringing in Ultimate Fucking Cunt
for the show and and one of today's virgins to assist him.  UFC was told to strip then 
wash himself using the sponge, shower soap and bucket of water held by the virgin.  
Striking sexy soapy poses for the gasping circle he gave us a show as if there was music 
playing.   It was easy to see he'd done this before.

Having soaped his chest and arms several times he did a deep scrub up and down his 
butt before offering the sponge to his helper.  This worked so well he did a deep-scrub 
on his front side, again offering the sponge to his helper.  The show seemed pretty good 
so far but then came the cold-water rinse that had UFC jumping then wincing as the last 
water was poured down his shorts, rinsing and deflating.  What a great steward spot 
'Creature' and thanks for volunteering.  Oh, and BTW, welcome back Ejackulator!

We iced our virgins, welcomed a couple visitors and sang away those departing and Butt
Plug was recognized for his birthday party and the massive hangover that followed.

The trails were too good to bring any run offenses but the
space was easily soaked up.  Last week WTFIA had given
Lucky Lek the box of cheese used in his steward spot but
when LL got home he discovered the box was empty.
Lucky Lek was iced by Gobby, who claims she only comes
to the hash for the beer, while she gave him her own version
of a soapy, but keeping his eyes closed, leaving everyone
with a question look on their face and LL with a frozen butt.

It could only be a “GOOD RUN” day, and so it was called.
ON ON, Scribe, Fungus  (more pics)
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